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Singapore 1:1 - City
You are Here
Travel & Leisure
Singapore Architecture portrays the intruiging architectural heritage of Asia's
crossroads city. Singapore's exotic mix of people and colorful history is reflected in
the city's architecture. The early temples, shop houses and colonial monuments
are documented, through to the growth of the modern city and a skyline which
reflects Singapore's role as a global city. The broad spectrum of Singapore's
buildings is displayed with private houses, public buildings, public housing, shrines,
mosques and office towers. The major landmark buildings of downtown Singapore
have been designed by celebrated international architects. The recent work of
local architects represents a unique and dynamic mix of cross-cultural influences,
combining Asian style with a thorough knowledge of Modern architecture

DP Architects on Marina Bay
Insect Architecture
Blueprint
Directory
"Insect Architecture" by James Rennie. Published by Good Press. Good Press
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publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered
gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good
Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for
all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

Process, Architecture
Southeast Asia Building
The Interior Architecture Theory Reader
THE INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY OF ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN.
Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals
Singapore Architecture
Mimar
A unique and engaging book, Designing Change is a visual discourse into the
creative psyche of the interior-architects at DPD. It explores and illustrates how
designing an interior space goes beyond a direct, strategic response to a building's
intrinsic architectural form to examine and embody the evolving relationship
between man and built environment.

The Hidden Wealth of Cities
Economic Bulletin
Economic Bulletin - Singapore International Chamber of
Commerce
A travel series unlike any other, Insight Guides go beyond the sights and into
reality. Their incomparable photojournalistic approach captures the uniqueness of
each culture they cover: their traditions, their arts, their history, their lives. The
stunning photography is married to compelling text, written by local writers; the
people most qualified to convey their culture's "secrets". Yes, Insight Guides will
tell you which attractions to visit, but they'll also tell you a whole lot more. From
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the most popular resort cities to the world's most remote and exotic villages,
Insight Guides will give you the insider's perspective you need to truly experience
any destination you visit. Insight Guides serve many purposes. They are ideal for
planning a trip. And, they're wonderful souvenirs to treasure for years after. Even
the armchair traveler can be swept away by their magnificent content and
experience the world from the comfort of home. Many international and domestic
and domestic destinations also offer companion FlexiMaps, an innovative
laminated folding map specially designed for the discriminating traveler.

The Asia-Pacific Magazine
Singapore Architecture portrays the intruiging architectural heritage of Asia's
crossroads city. Singapore's exotic mix of people and colorful history is reflected in
the city's architecture. The early temples, shop houses and colonial monuments
are documented, through to the growth of the modern city and a skyline which
reflects Singapore's role as a global city. The broad spectrum of Singapore's
buildings is displayed with private houses, public buildings, public housing, shrines,
mosques and office towers. The major landmark buildings of downtown Singapore
have been designed by celebrated international architects. The recent work of
local architects represents a unique and dynamic mix of cross-cultural influences,
combining Asian style with a thorough knowledge of Modern architecture

The Architecture of Edwin Lundie
Singapore's Orchard Road sits alongside New York's Fifth Avenue and Paris'
Champs Elysees in the pantheon of prestigious retail districts. For more than 40
years, DP Architects has contributed to the development of Orchard Road's
architectural typography

Designing Change
Contemporary Singapore Architecture
In every city, the urban spaces that form the public realm—ranging from city
streets, neighborhood squares, and parks to public facilities such as libraries and
markets—account for about one-third of the city’s total land area, on average.
Despite this significance, the potential for these public-space assets—typically
owned and managed by local governments—to transform urban life and city
functioning is often overlooked for many reasons: other pressing city priorities
arising from rapid urbanization, poor urban planning, and financial constraints. The
resulting degradation of public spaces into congested, vehicle-centric, and polluted
places often becomes a liability, creating a downward spiral that leads to a
continuous drain on public resources and exacerbating various city problems. In
contrast, the cities that invest in the creation of human-centered, environmentally
sustainable, economically vibrant, and socially inclusive places—in partnership
with government entities, communities, and other private stakeholders—perform
better. They implement smart and sustainable strategies across their public space
asset life cycles to yield returns on investment far exceeding monetary costs,
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ultimately enhancing city livability, resilience, and competitiveness. The Hidden
Wealth of Cities: Creating, Financing, and Managing Public Spaces discusses the
complexities that surround the creation and management of successful public
spaces and draws on the analyses and experiences from city case studies from
around the globe. This book identifies—through the lens of asset management—a
rich palette of creative and innovative strategies that every city can undertake to
plan, finance, and manage both government-owned and privately owned public
spaces.

Walkable and Bikeable Cities
Kompass
Founded in 1967, DP Architects was one of the seminal firms responsible for the
urban landscape of Singapore. Guided by the simple philosophy that architecture
of excellence enriches the human experience and spirit, early notable works like
the Golden Mile Complex and the People's Park Complex revolutionized retail
development and high-rise living. Now a leading architecture firm in Asia, DP
Architects continues to make an impact in the evolving cityscapes of Singapore
and beyond. Responsible for the largest shopping mall in the world, The Dubai
Mall, the world-class concert hall, Esplanade Theatres on the Bay and instrumental
in the master planning and transformation of Singapore's famous shopping strip
Orchard Road, DP Architects' portfolio is remarkable in its diversity of scale and
typology. This monograph chronicles the DP Architects story, placing the firm's
groundbreaking works in the context of Singapore's urban history and
documenting in detail the significant projects of its 44 years.

Living legacy
Singapore Libraries
This book chronicles the history of DP Architects and its involvement in the
creation of Singapore s Marina Bay over a period spanning 50 years. It discusses
the relationship between land reclamation and the conception of architecture and
public space in Singapore through projects that represent a diverse range of
building types, including hotels, malls, and offices, as well as cultural and
performance spaces. Each project has a vital public component that contributes to
the connectivity of Marina Bay and its success as the nation s civic core."

Singapore Architecture
Emergent Architectural Territories in East Asian Cities
Insight Guide Singapore
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World Architecture
Builders Index
DP Architects
The Interior Architecture Theory Reader presents a global compilation that
collectively and specifically defines interior architecture. Diverse views and
comparative resources for interior architecture students, educators, scholars, and
practitioners are needed to develop a proper canon for this young discipline. As a
theoretical survey of interior architecture, the book examines theory, history, and
production to embrace a full range of interior identities in architecture, interior
design, digital fabrication, and spatial installation. Authored by leading educators,
theorists, and practitioners, fifty chapters refine and expand the discourse
surrounding interior architecture.

Singapore
Singapore Business
Singapore Government Directory
Pro File
Armed with a rare combination of talents, and a clear understanding of retail, Jon
Jerde has established himself not only as a hugely successful shopping and
entertainment-centre architect but also as a veritable alchemist of the urban
condition. The Jerde Partnership International has transformed city centres
worldwide and is hired by developers and city managers to analyse sites and
improve the life of a designated street or neighbourhood. The firm devises sitespecific, large-scale projects in order to stimulate social and economic
regeneration. This is the first ever monograph to examine thoroughly the Jerde
phenomenon. 25 of the Jerde Partnership's most significant built and unbuilt
projects illustrate how Jerde synthesizes commerce and public life in a way that will
revolutionize the design of twenty-first-century cities. Critical essays are by
architectural historian Margaret Crawford, cultural historian Norman M Klein, and
architect Craig Hodges. Richly illustrated, and punctuated with Jerde's sketches
and writings on his personal philosophy, the book reflects the complexity and
exuberance of this influential body of work.

RIBA Directory
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Evolution of a Retail Streetscape
Ajia Gendai Kenchiku
Throughout a fifty-year career in St. Paul, architect Edwin H. Lundie (1886-1972)
designed more than three hundred projects, predominantly residences. His
architectural designs, along with the Prairie School inventions of Purcell and
Elmslie and the modernist themes of Ralph Rapson, are collectively considered the
best work of Minnesota architects in the 20th century. What set Lundie apart from
his colleagues was his devotion to detail and love of fine craftsmanship. This book
documents Lundie's architecture through color photography, plan graphics, and his
drawings and renderings.

Sharing a Future in Asia
This book presents current developments in city planning and architecture in East
Asia. It describes the many neighborhoods in which the region’s large cities are
modernizing or expanding with innovative structures and advanced construction
projects. It combines a typology of public structures with an analysis of the
compositional principles of urban environments. Thus, it finally connects new
developments in city planning with new developments in architecture, and
considers examples such as CCTV, Lujiazui, Kansai Airport, Xinyi, Taipei 101, Chek
Lap Kok, Cheonggyecheon, Roppongi Hills, Da Shanzi, Shahe, Omotesando, and
Marina Bay from a new perspective.And the new perspectives presented here are
not just theoretical: some forty full-page bird’s eye views prepared especially for
this volume show these future urban settings in highly detailed images of
breathtaking beauty. The result is a rich portrait of the coming together of global
and local influences in non-Western countries. With its systematic approach, this
presentation by one of the leading international experts in the field is a reference
work on a topic of central importance to the world of construction today.

The Architects' Journal
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